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In the late fall of 1095 Pope Urban II gave a speech in
Clermont, France and set all of Europe into motion. As many
as a hundred and fifty thousand people eventually responded
to the call, leaving everything they knew behind to undertake
what appeared to be a fool’s mission: marching several
thousand miles into enemy territory to reconquer Jerusalem
for Christendom. Against all odds they succeeded, creating a
Christian outpost in the heart of the Islamic world that lasted
for the better part of two centuries. Perhaps no other period in
history is as misunderstood as the Crusades, and in this fastpaced account, bestselling author Lars Brownworth presents
the entire story, from the first clash of Christendom and Islam
in the dusty sands of Yarmouk, to the fall of the last crusader
state. Along the way he introduces the reader to an exotic
world peopled by mighty emperors, doomed Templars,
grasping generals, and ambitious peasants. Some of the
most famous names of the Middle Ages - Richard the
Lionheart, Saladin, Eleanor of Aquitaine, and the legendary
Prester John - illuminate this era of splendor, adventure, and
faith.
"An ideal tour guide for your journey into the depths of the
rabbit hole that is QAnon. It even shows you a glimmer of
light at the exit." —Cullen Hoback, director of HBO's Q: Into
the Storm Its messaging can seem cryptic, even nonsensical,
yet for tens of thousands of people, it explains everything:
What is QAnon, where did it come from, and is the Capitol
insurgency a sign of where it’s going next? On October 5th,
2017, President Trump made a cryptic remark in the State
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Dining Room at a gathering of military officials. He said it felt
like “the calm before the storm”—then refused to elaborate as
puzzled journalists asked him to explain. But on the infamous
message boards of 4chan, a mysterious poster going by “Q
Clearance Patriot,” who claimed to be in “military
intelligence,” began the elaboration on their own. In the days
that followed, Q’s wild yarn explaining Trump's remarks
began to rival the sinister intricacies of a Tom Clancy novel,
while satisfying the deepest desires of MAGA-America. But
did any of what Q predicted come to pass? No. Did that stop
people from clinging to every word they were reading,
expanding its mythology, and promoting it wider and wider?
No. Why not? Who were these rapt listeners? How do they
reconcile their worldview with the America they see around
them? Why do their numbers keep growing? Mike Rothschild,
a journalist specializing in conspiracy theories, has been
collecting their stories for years, and through interviews with
QAnon converts, apostates, and victims, as well as
psychologists, sociologists, and academics, he is uniquely
equipped to explain the movement and its followers. In The
Storm Is Upon Us, he takes readers from the background
conspiracies and cults that fed the Q phenomenon, to its
embrace by right-wing media and Donald Trump, through the
rending of families as loved ones became addicted to Q’s
increasingly violent rhetoric, to the storming of the Capitol,
and on. And as the phenomenon shows no sign of calming
despite Trump’s loss of the presidency—with everyone from
Baby Boomers to Millennial moms proving susceptible to its
messaging—and politicians starting to openly espouse its
ideology, Rothschild makes a compelling case that mocking
the seeming madness of QAnon will get us nowhere. Rather,
his impassioned reportage makes clear it's time to figure out
what QAnon really is — because QAnon and its relentlessly
dark theory of everything isn’t done yet.
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An all-new, official
prequel novel to The Battle for Azeroth, Blizzard
Entertainment’s next expansion to the critically acclaimed
World of Warcraft videogame. Azeroth is dying. The Horde
and the Alliance defeated the demonic Burning Legion, but a
dire catastrophe is unfolding deep below the surface of the
world. There is a mortal wound in the heart of Azeroth, struck
by the sword of the fallen titan Sargeras in a final act of
cruelty. For Anduin Wrynn, king of Stormwind, and Sylvanas
Windrunner, warchief of the Horde and queen of the
Forsaken, there is little time to rebuild what remains and even
less to mourn what was lost. Azeroth’s devastating wound
has revealed a mysterious material known as Azerite. In the
right hands, this strange golden substance is capable of
incredible feats of creation; in the wrong ones, it could bring
forth unthinkable destruction. As Alliance and Horde forces
race to uncover the secrets of Azerite and heal the wounded
world, Anduin enacts a desperate plan aimed at forging a
lasting peace between the factions. Azerite jeopardizes the
balance of power, and so Anduin must gain the trust of
Sylvanas. But, as ever, the Dark Lady has her own
machinations. For peace to be possible, generations of
bloodshed and hatred must be brought to an end. But there
are truths that neither side is willing to accept and ambitions
they are loath to relinquish. As Alliance and Horde alike grasp
for the Azerite’s power, their simmering conflict threatens to
reignite all-out war—a war that would spell doom for Azeroth.
Praise for Before the Storm “This is easily the best book in
the World of Warcraft series, and I don’t say that lightly. . . .
It’s so much more than a tie-in novel. . . . It’s a beautiful
book.”—Blizzard Watch
Fox and BC travel through time from the distant future to
1901. Elite cadets in the Imperial Army, they are young,
handsome, well-mannered... and now, mutineers.
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Something happened in early 2011 that hasn't happened in
decades, perhaps centuries-and we didn't even notice it. That
is, we didn't see it for what it was. Massive unrest from
Tunisia to Egypt to Libya rocked the Arab world and threw the
globe into political crisis. Within days, an earthquake-tsunaminuclear calamity of terrifying proportions shocked Japan and
sent the world reeling once again, even as the globe's
financial markets shuddered to sustain themselves while
states and nations tottered on the brink of bankruptcy-where
many still linger. All of this, of course, we did notice. What we
may have missed was that ancient predictions for this period
of time called for exactly this: simultaneous environmental,
political, and financial disasters. Were we seeing the
beginning of "the end of history"-and not picking up the
signal? In his prescient new book The Storm Before The
Calm, seven-time New York Times best-selling author Neale
Donald Walsch offers a startling answer: yes. But Walsch
also says there is nothing to fear, advancing an extraordinary
explanation for what is happening even now all over the
planet. Then-and more important-he provides a stunning
prescription for healing our lives and our world through the
answering of seven simple questions. Compelling and
perfectly timed, The Storm Before The Calm answers every
question that is worth asking about December, 2012 and
beyond.
Dive in to the emotional world created by bestselling author
Diane Chamberlain in this story of a mother’s love and a
town mystery. Fifteen-year-old Andy Lockwood is special.
Others notice the way he blurts out anything that comes into
his mind, how he cannot foresee consequences, that he’s
more child than teenager. But his mother sees a boy with a
heart as open and wide as the ocean. Laurel Lockwood lost
her son once through neglect. She’s spent the rest of her life
determined to make up for her mistakes, and she’s
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succeeded in becoming a committed, protective
parent—maybe even overprotective. Still, she loosens her grip
just enough to let Andy attend a local church social—a
decision that terrifies her when the church is consumed by
fire. But Andy survives…and remarkably, saves other children
from the flames. Laurel watches as Andy basks in the role of
unlikely hero and the world finally sees her Andy, the sweet
boy she knows as well as her own heart. But when the
suspicion of arson is cast upon Andy, Laurel must ask herself
how well she really knows her son…and how far she’ll go to
keep her promise to protect him forever. Originally published
in 2008
Provides an analysis of the art of modern warfare as seen
through the eyes of General Frederick M. Franks, Jr., an
armor and infantry commander during the Gulf War.
Hurricane Katrina inflicted damage on a scale unprecedented
in American history, nearly destroying a major city and killing
thousands of its citizens. With far too little help from
indifferent, incompetent government agencies, the poor bore
the brunt of the disaster. The residents of traditionally
impoverished and minority communities suffered incalculable
losses and endured unimaginable conditions. And the few
facilities that did exist to help victims quickly became
miserable, dangerous places. Now, the victims of Hurricane
Katrina find themselves spread across the United States, far
from the homes they left and faced with the prospect of
starting anew. Families are struggling to secure jobs, homes,
schools, and a sense of place in unfamiliar surroundings.
Meanwhile, the rebuilding of their former home remains
frustrating out of their hands. This bracing read brings readers
to the heart of the disaster and its aftermath as those who
survived it speak with candor and eloquence of their lives
then and now.
At the age of thirty-three, Delanie Stephenson was enjoying
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life with her husband, two kids, and a teaching job she loved.
Blessings abounded, and Delanie thanked God for each one.
But it only took a single instant to change it all. A terrible
headache struck her on June 6, 2012, and no amount of
ibuprofen could take care of it. Delanie had a stroke—similar to
the stroke that Delanie’s twenty-nine-year-old sister had
suffered a year before. What were the odds of two sisters
suffering the same ailment? Delanie’s entire family was in a
state of shock, and the news became worse when the doctors
were unsure whether Delanie would walk or talk again. In her
memoir, Delanie describes that summer of 2012 in detail,
from those first harried days in the ICU to the tedious physical
therapy as she slowly began to crawl her way back to
recovery. Not only did Delanie walk and talk again; she
emerged from her ordeal even stronger and decided that she
would never again take life for granted. Filled with intimate
details and the amazing resilience of the human spirit, The
Calm before the Storm shares one woman’s amazing
journey from stroke victim to stroke survivor.

In 1863 northwestern Georgia, an unlikely alliance forms
between ten-year-old New York drummer boy Jeremy,
fourteen-year-old Confederate Charlie, and runaway
slave Dulcie as they learn truths about the Civil War,
slavery, and freedom.
***THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES***
Whether you've read them all or whether you're
discovering Alex Gray's bestselling series for the first
time, BEFORE THE STORM will have you gripped until
the final page. 'BEFORE THE STORM is classic Alex
Gray - warm-hearted, atmospheric . . . with a very
interesting twist' ANN CLEEVES 'An exciting
procedural'SUNDAY TIMES 'Another brilliant Lorimer
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adventure' ***** Reader Review 'Exciting and
unexpected, I hope it's not too long till the next one' *****
Reader Review 'Lorimer is up there with the best' *****
Reader Review 'Alex Gray returns with another belter'
THE HERALD __________________ Your favourite
Scottish detective is back with a brand new case, one
that threatens to destroy everything. Inspector Daniel
Kohi of the Zimbabwean police force returns home one
night to find his worst nightmare has been realised. His
family dead, his house destroyed, and in fear for his life,
he is forced to flee the country he loves. Far away in
Glasgow, DSI William Lorimer has his hands full.
Christmas is approaching, the city is bustling, and whilst
the homicide rate has been relatively low, something
much darker is brewing. Counter-Terrorism have got
wind of a plot, here in Lorimer's native city, to carry out
an unspeakable atrocity on Christmas Eve. They need
someone with local knowledge to help them root it out
and who better than the head of the Scottish Major
Incidents Team. But the investigation is complicated by a
spate of local murders, and by the rumours that
someone is passing information to criminal organisations
from inside the police force. Soon Lorimer finds himself
in desperate need of assistance. Then he meets an
extraordinary man - a refugee from Zimbabwe whose
investigative skills are a match for Lorimer's own . . .
__________________ Readers love Alex Gray
'Relentless and intriguing' PETER MAY 'Move over
Rebus' DAILY MAIL 'Immensely exciting and
atmospheric' ALEXANDER MCCALL SMITH 'Alex Gray's
great crime fiction series is one you can pick up at any
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stage and not feel lost . . complex, intriguing, tense'
Reader review 'A fast-paced thriller with lots of twists and
turns' Reader review 'Exciting, pacy, authentic' ANGELA
MARSONS 'Convincing Glaswegian atmosphere and
superior writing'THE TIMES 'This series just gets better
and better and everything still feels fresh. Highly
recommended' Reader review 'Lorimer is without doubt
my favourite detective' Reader review 'I have read every
book in the series and each one has been a pleasure.'
Reader review 'Alex Gray is a master storyteller' Reader
review
The family of Berndt von Vitzewitz becomes caught up in
the political turmoil in Germany during the early
nineteenth century
Iconic activist and AIM cofounder Clyde Bellecourt tells
"the damn truth" about the American Indian Movement
as he lived it.
Bestselling classical historian Barry Strauss delivers “an
exceptionally accessible history of the Roman
Empire…much of Ten Caesars reads like a script for
Game of Thrones” (The Wall Street Journal)—a
summation of three and a half centuries of the Roman
Empire as seen through the lives of ten of the most
important emperors, from Augustus to Constantine. In
this essential and “enlightening” (The New York Times
Book Review) work, Barry Strauss tells the story of the
Roman Empire from rise to reinvention, from Augustus,
who founded the empire, to Constantine, who made it
Christian and moved the capital east to Constantinople.
During these centuries Rome gained in splendor and
territory, then lost both. By the fourth century, the time of
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Constantine, the Roman Empire had changed so
dramatically in geography, ethnicity, religion, and culture
that it would have been virtually unrecognizable to
Augustus. Rome’s legacy remains today in so many
ways, from language, law, and architecture to the seat of
the Roman Catholic Church. Strauss examines this
enduring heritage through the lives of the men who
shaped it: Augustus, Tiberius, Nero, Vespasian, Trajan,
Hadrian, Marcus Aurelius, Septimius Severus,
Diocletian, and Constantine. Over the ages, they learned
to maintain the family business—the government of an
empire—by adapting when necessary and always
persevering no matter the cost. Ten Caesars is a
“captivating narrative that breathes new life into a host of
transformative figures” (Publishers Weekly). This
“superb summation of four centuries of Roman history, a
masterpiece of compression, confirms Barry Strauss as
the foremost academic classicist writing for the general
reader today” (The Wall Street Journal).
The long-hidden stories of America's black pioneers, the
frontier they settled, and their fight for the heart of the
nation When black settlers Keziah and Charles Grier
started clearing their frontier land in 1818, they couldn't
know that they were part of the nation's earliest struggle
for equality; they were just looking to build a better life.
But within a few years, the Griers would become early
Underground Railroad conductors, joining with fellow
pioneers and other allies to confront the growing tyranny
of bondage and injustice. The Bone and Sinew of the
Land tells the Griers' story and the stories of many
others like them: the lost history of the nation's first Great
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Migration. In building hundreds of settlements on the
frontier, these black pioneers were making a stand for
equality and freedom. Their new home, the Northwest
Territory--the wild region that would become present-day
Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Wisconsin--was the
first territory to ban slavery and have equal voting rights
for all men. Though forgotten today, in their own time the
successes of these pioneers made them the targets of
racist backlash. Political and even armed battles soon
ensued, tearing apart families and communities long
before the Civil War. This groundbreaking work of
research reveals America's forgotten frontier, where
these settlers were inspired by the belief that all men are
created equal and a brighter future was possible. Named
one of Smithsonian's Best History Books of 2018
Face her demons? Or run? After being double-crossed
by a devious colleague, career woman Ellie Conlan quits
her job on principle. With no idea what to do next, she
retreats to Storm Harbour, an idyllic Victorian beach
town. Ellie's grandfather runs The Storm Harbour
Chronicle, the trusted local newspaper. As Ellie is drawn
into a story about a development which could split the
coastal community - and involves her with the influential
O'Neill family - an event she has long suppressed
threatens to overwhelm her. Dark clouds gather as
rumours fly and tensions mount. And when a violent
storm breaks and rages, Ellie will finally have to confront
her past. 'There's no denying the beauty and opulence of
Morrissey's rendering of place . . . She is a master of the
genre.' Weekend Australian 'a gripping, twisting yarn'
Australian Women's Weekly
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*One of Bloomberg's Best Books of the Year* The
master geopolitical forecaster and New York Times
bestselling author of The Next 100 Years focuses on the
United States, predicting how the 2020s will bring
dramatic upheaval and reshaping of American
government, foreign policy, economics, and culture. In
his riveting new book, noted forecaster and bestselling
author George Friedman turns to the future of the United
States. Examining the clear cycles through which the
United States has developed, upheaved, matured, and
solidified, Friedman breaks down the coming years and
decades in thrilling detail. American history must be
viewed in cycles--particularly, an eighty-year "institutional
cycle" that has defined us (there are three such
examples--the Revolutionary War/founding, the Civil
War, and World War II), and a fifty-year "socio-economic
cycle" that has seen the formation of the industrial
classes, baby boomers, and the middle classes. These
two major cycles are both converging on the late
2020s--a time in which many of these foundations will
change. The United States will have to endure upheaval
and possible conflict, but also, ultimately, increased
strength, stability, and power in the world. Friedman's
analysis is detailed and fascinating, and covers issues
such as the size and scope of the federal government,
the future of marriage and the social contract, shifts in
corporate structures, and new cultural trends that will
react to longer life expectancies. This new book is both
provocative and entertaining.
Are we living under a two-tiered system of justice? Why
do the wealthy and powerful escape prosecution for their
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crimes? Why is there so much pain and suffering in the
world? Is anything being done about it? Using a
combination of wit, wisdom, and gravity, an unknown
intelligence insider--identified simply as "Q"--has been
communicating with anonymous citizens (anons) through
internet message forums since 2017. These online
exchanges bear no resemblance to your typical social
media conversations; there are sobering missions at
stake. Q says corruption is worse than we know. It has
invaded the corporate world, the media, academia,
Hollywood, the church, and other parts of society. It is
the cause of war, poverty, and countless problems that
rob us of our potential. In this first book of the Q
Chronicles series, Dave Hayes takes readers back to the
intriguing first weeks of Q's mission. He explains how to
understand the language of Q. He shows how Q--by
asking questions using the Socratic method--prompts indepth research of little-noticed reports, government
documents, air flights, maps, media stories, and current
events. With Q's help, anons were forewarned about
how Jeffrey Epstein really made his money. They got
inside information about President Trump's meetings
with Kim Jong-un, clues to follow regarding the
controversial Iran deal, and hints that the NXVIM "selfhelp" organization was not as advertised. It's no wonder
Q has fascinated millions. The research segment of Q's
mission is meant to bring about the "Great Awakening"-a coming era when we will unplug from the media
programming machine that has been indoctrinating the
world. We will learn the truth, and there will be proof to
confirm our nagging suspicions. As you can imagine,
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there are opposing forces that would love to stop Q from
revealing anything more, but Q always seems to be a
few steps ahead of them. A storm is approaching that will
sweep criminal power brokers into the dustbin of history.
The system that enables corruption is being dismantled
and replaced. So get your popcorn ready. The show is
about to begin, and you have a front-row seat.
Acclaimed historian Rick Perlstein chronicles the rise of the
conservative movement in the liberal 1960s. At the heart of
the story is Barry Goldwater, the renegade Republican from
Arizona who loathed federal government, despised liberals,
and mocked “peaceful coexistence” with the USSR.
Perlstein's narrative shines a light on a whole world of
conservatives and their antagonists, including William F.
Buckley, Nelson Rockefeller, and Bill Moyers. Vividly written,
Before the Storm is an essential book about the 1960s.
“An intense, immersive deep dive into a wild, dangerous, and
unknown world, written with the pace and appeal of a great
thriller. This is nonfiction at its very best.”—Lee Child The true
story of two doomed ships and a daring search-and-rescue
operation that shines a light on the elite Coast Guard
swimmers trained for the most dangerous ocean missions In
late September 2015, Hurricane Joaquin swept past the
Bahamas and swallowed a pair of cargo vessels in its
destructive path: El Faro, a 790-foot American behemoth with
a crew of thirty-three, and the Minouche, a 230-foot freighter
with a dozen sailors aboard. From the parallel stories of these
ships and their final journeys, Tristram Korten weaves a
remarkable tale of two veteran sea captains from very
different worlds, the harrowing ordeals of their desperate
crews, and the Coast Guard’s extraordinary battle against a
storm that defied prediction. When the Coast Guard received
word from Captain Renelo Gelera that the Minouche was
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taking on water on the night of October 1, the servicemen on
duty helicoptered through Joaquin to the sinking ship. Rescue
swimmer Ben Cournia dropped into the sea—in the middle of a
raging tropical cyclone, in the dark—and churned through the
monstrous swells, loading survivors into a rescue basket
dangling from the helicopter as its pilot struggled against the
tempest. With pulsating narrative skill in the tradition of
Sebastian Junger and Jon Krakauer, Korten recounts the
heroic efforts by Cournia and his fellow guardsmen to haul
the Minouche’s crew to safety. Tragically, things would not
go as well for Captain Michael Davidson and El Faro. Despite
exhaustive searching by her would-be rescuers, the loss of
the vessel became the largest U.S. maritime disaster in
decades. As Korten narrates the ships’ fates, with insights
drawn from insider access to crew members, Coast Guard
teams, and their families, he delivers a moving and propulsive
story of men in peril, the international brotherhood of
mariners, and the breathtaking power of nature. Praise for
Into the Storm “The story [Tristram] Korten tells is
impressively multifaceted, exploring everything from timely
issues such as climate change to timeless themes such as
man’s struggle against the ocean’s fury.”—Miami New Times
“Into the Storm is a triumph of reporting and you-are-there
writing that becomes a deeper tale—with more implications
about our own lives—with every chapter.”—Robert Kurson,
New York Times bestselling author of Shadow Divers
Carter Lewis is having trouble making it through The legend
of Sleepy Hollow, so his cousin Isabelle, suggests that he use
his uncle's virtual reality machine to enter into the book as a
character--and meet the Headless Horseman up-close and
personal.
The Wheel of Time turns, and Ages come and pass. What
was, what will be, and what is, may yet fall under the Shadow.
In the Prologue to The Gathering Storm, the first volume of
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the last trilogy of Robert Jordan's Wheel of Time epic, Rand
al'Thor, the Dragon Reborn, struggles to unite a fractured
network of kingdoms and alliances in preparation for the Last
Battle. As he attempts to halt the Seanchan encroachment
northward---wishing he could form at least a temporary truce
with the invaders---his allies watch in terror the shadow that
seems to be growing within the heart of the Dragon Reborn
himself. As with the previous three titles in the Wheel of Time
series, this prologue from Robert Jordan's The Gathering
Storm, completed by Brandon Sanderson, is available for sale
before the book's official release date (October 27, 2009). At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The creator of the award-winning podcast series The History
of Rome and Revolutions brings to life the bloody battles,
political machinations, and human drama that set the stage
for the fall of the Roman Republic. The Roman Republic was
one of the most remarkable achievements in the history of
civilization. Beginning as a small city-state in central Italy,
Rome gradually expanded into a wider world filled with petty
tyrants, barbarian chieftains, and despotic kings. Through the
centuries, Rome's model of cooperative and participatory
government remained remarkably durable and unmatched in
the history of the ancient world. In 146 BC, Rome finally
emerged as the strongest power in the Mediterranean. But
the very success of the Republic proved to be its undoing.
The republican system was unable to cope with the vast
empire Rome now ruled: rising economic inequality disrupted
traditional ways of life, endemic social and ethnic prejudice
led to clashes over citizenship and voting rights, and rampant
corruption and ruthless ambition sparked violent political
clashes that cracked the once indestructible foundations of
the Republic. Chronicling the years 146-78 BC, The Storm
Before the Storm dives headlong into the first generation to
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face this treacherous new political environment. Abandoning
the ancient principles of their forbearers, men like Marius,
Sulla, and the Gracchi brothers set dangerous new
precedents that would start the Republic on the road to
destruction and provide a stark warning about what can
happen to a civilization that has lost its way.
A witty yet moving narrative worked up from sketched
biographical fragments, 1913 is an intimate vision of a world
that is about to change forever.The stuffy conventions of the
nineteenth century are receding into the past, and 1913
heralds a new age of unlimited possibility. Kafka falls in love;
Louis Armstrong learns to play the trumpet; a young
seamstress called Coco Chanel opens her first boutique;
Charlie Chaplin signs his first movie contract; and new drugs
like cocaine usher in an age of decadence.Yet everywhere
there is the premonition of ruin - the number 13 is
omnipresent, and in London, Paris and Vienna, artists take
the omen and act as if there were no tomorrow. In a Munich
hotel lobby, Rilke and Freud discuss beauty and transience;
Proust sets out in search of lost time; and while Stravinsky
celebrates the Rite of Spring with industrial cacophony, an
Austrian postcard painter by the name of Adolf Hitler sells his
conventional cityscapes.
South Russia, 1914. The world is at war and revolution
threatens. Against this backdrop of fear and danger, three
young people search for hope and love. Will they find the faith
to weather the coming storm? (June)
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The creator of the awardwinning podcast series The History of Rome and Revolutions
brings to life the bloody battles, political machinations, and
human drama that set the stage for the fall of the Roman
Republic. The Roman Republic was one of the most
remarkable achievements in the history of civilization.
Beginning as a small city-state in central Italy, Rome
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gradually expanded into a wider world filled with petty tyrants,
barbarian chieftains, and despotic kings. Through the
centuries, Rome's model of cooperative and participatory
government remained remarkably durable and unmatched in
the history of the ancient world. In 146 BC, Rome finally
emerged as the strongest power in the Mediterranean. But
the very success of the Republic proved to be its undoing.
The republican system was unable to cope with the vast
empire Rome now ruled: rising economic inequality disrupted
traditional ways of life, endemic social and ethnic prejudice
led to clashes over citizenship and voting rights, and rampant
corruption and ruthless ambition sparked violent political
clashes that cracked the once indestructible foundations of
the Republic. Chronicling the years 146-78 BC, The Storm
Before the Storm dives headlong into the first generation to
face this treacherous new political environment. Abandoning
the ancient principles of their forbearers, men like Marius,
Sulla, and the Gracchi brothers set dangerous new
precedents that would start the Republic on the road to
destruction and provide a stark warning about what can
happen to a civilization that has lost its way.
In an astute and surprising history of the 1960s as the cradle
of the conservative movement, Perlstein's gutsy narrative
history profiles the rise of Barry Goldwater, the rich,
handsome Arizona Republican who scorned the federal
bureaucracy and despised liberals on sight.16 pp. of photos.

Presents a vivid account of a history-making storm
that hit the New England coast in October 1991 and
the lives it changed, weaving together the history of
the fishing industry, the science of storms, and
personal accounts. Tour.
Prepare for the jaw-dropping finale of Sabaa Tahir's
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beloved New York Times bestselling An Ember in
the Ashes fantasy series, and discover: Who will
survive the storm? Picking up just a few months after
A Reaper at the Gates left off... The long-imprisoned
jinn are on the attack, wreaking bloody havoc in
villages and cities alike. But for the Nightbringer,
vengeance on his human foes is just the beginning.
By his side, Commandant Keris Veturia declares
herself Empress, and calls for the heads of any and
all who defy her rule. At the top of the list? The Blood
Shrike and her remaining family. Laia of Serra, now
allied with the Blood Shrike, struggles to recover
from the loss of the two people most important to
her. Determined to stop the approaching
apocalypse, she throws herself into the destruction
of the Nightbringer. In the process, she awakens an
ancient power that could lead her to victory—or to an
unimaginable doom. And deep in the Waiting Place,
the Soul Catcher seeks only to forget the life—and
love—he left behind. Yet doing so means ignoring the
trail of murder left by the Nightbringer and his jinn.
To uphold his oath and protect the human world from
the supernatural, the Soul Catcher must look beyond
the borders of his own land. He must take on a
mission that could save—or destroy—all that he
knows.
From the massively popular podcaster and New
York Times bestselling author comes the story of the
Marquis de Lafayette's lifelong quest to protect the
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principles of democracy, told through the lens of the
three revolutions he participated in: the American
Revolution, the French Revolution, and the
Revolution of 1830. Few in history can match the
breadth and depth of the revolutionary career of the
Marquis de Lafayette. Over fifty incredible years at
the heart of the Age of Revolution, he fought as one
with righteous revolutionaries on both sides of the
Atlantic. As an idealistic and courageous teenager
serving in the American Revolution, he used his
considerable wealth and savvy to help the
Americans defeat the British. Then he returned
home, and was a principle player in the French
Revolution. And in his final act, at seventy years old,
he was instrumental in the dramatic overthrow of the
Bourbon Dynasty during the Revolution of 1830. All
the while, he never wavered from the principles he
had written into the Declaration of the Rights of Man
in 1789: That men are born and remain free and
equal, deserving of liberty, property, safety, freedom
of speech, and the ability to resist oppression.
Through this age of upheaval, Lafayette remained
unshakably committed to the principles he had
outlined. From the time that he was an enthusiastic
19-year-old to the time he was a world-weary
74-year-old, his resolve never wavered. As the
saying goes, if we don't learn from history, we are
doomed to repeat it. Today, the values codified and
practiced by Lafayette are increasingly taken for
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granted. His life is thus the story of where we came
from-and what we stand to lose if we abandon the
ideals for which he fought.
Provides an account of the hurricane which struck
Galveston, Texas, in 1900 and killed ten thousand
people.
In the early 1850s, Arba Crane, a young Harvard
Law School graduate, arrived in St Louis to begin his
law career. Working alone late in the evenings,
Crane forms a friendship with the office janitor, a
slave named Dred Scott. As Scott recounts his life
as a slave, Crane realizes that Scott has a legal
claim to freedom and persuades him to file a lawsuit.
Crane fights for Scott's rights for years. The case
reaches the US Supreme Court before a spellbound
country. But the Court's catastrophic decision in
Scott v. Sandford holds that slaves are property
without rights and that Congress has no power to
halt the spread of slavery. While the decision marks
the beginning of the path to civil war, it is not the end
of Dred Scott's quest for freedom. Two Men Before
the Storm is a work of fiction (with detailed historical
endnotes) based on historical events: the profound
friendship between a young lawyer and a slave and
a fight for justice that fundamentally changed our
nation.
The Deveraux clan is a powerful and imposing New
Orleans family. So when Maya Simpson married the
eldest son, Julian Deveraux, the union quickly
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succumbed to the social pressures surrounding the
young couple. Convinced of her husband's infidelity,
Maya filed for divorce and later learned that she was
pregnant. Four years later, Maya, now a successful
physician, runs into her former sister-in-law who
insists on reuniting her and Julian, and the daughter
he doesn't know exists. Set against the backdrop of
Hurricane Katrina, will the reunion bring the family
together or tear them apart?
A tornado, a blizzard, a forest fire, and a hurricane
are met, in turn, with resilience and awe in this
depiction of nature's power and our own. In the face
of our shifting climate, young children everywhere
are finding themselves subject to unfamiliar and
often frightening extreme weather. Beloved author
Jane Yolen and her daughter Heidi Stemple address
four distinct weather emergencies (a tornado, a
blizzard, a forest fire, and a hurricane) with warm
family stories of finding the joy in preparedness and
resilience. Their honest reassurance leaves readers
with the message: nature is powerful, but you are
powerful, too. Illustrated in rich environmental tones
and featuring additional information about storms in
the back, this book educates, comforts, and
empowers young readers in stormy or sunny
weather, and all the weather in between.
Freedom - that is what Lilly Linton wants most in life.
Not marriage, not a brood of squalling brats, and
certainly not love, thank you very much But freedom
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is a rare commodity in 19th-century London, where
girls are expected to spend their lives sitting at
home, fully occupied with looking pretty. Lilly is at
her wits' end - until a chance encounter with a dark,
dangerous and powerful stranger changes her life
forever... Enter the world of Mr Rikkard Ambrose,
where the only rule is: Knowledge is power is time is
money Winner of the People's Choice Award 2015
This “engrossing” (The Wall Street Journal) national
bestseller and true “heartbreaking tale of tragedy
and redemption” (Hampton Sides, bestselling author
of Ghost Soldiers) reveals how a discovered
diary—found during a brutal World War II
battle—changed our war-torn society’s perceptions of
Japan. May 1943. The Battle of Attu—called “The
Forgotten Battle” by World War II veterans—was
raging on the Aleutian island with an Arctic cold,
impenetrable fog, and rocketing winds that combined
to create some of the worst weather on Earth. Both
American and Japanese forces tirelessly fought in a
yearlong campaign, with both sides suffering
thousands of casualties. Included in this number was
a Japanese medic whose war diary would lead a
Silver Star–winning American soldier to find solace
for his own tortured soul. The doctor’s name was
Paul Nobuo Tatsuguchi, a Hiroshima native who had
graduated from college and medical school in
California. He loved America, but was called to enlist
in the Imperial Army of his native Japan. Heartsick,
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wary of war, yet devoted to Japan, Tatsuguchi
performed his duties and kept a diary of events as
they unfolded—never knowing that it would be found
by an American soldier named Dick Laird. Laird, a
hardy, resilient underground coal miner, enlisted in
the US Army to escape the crushing poverty of his
native Appalachia. In a devastating mountainside
attack in Alaska, Laird was forced to make a fateful
decision, one that saved him and his comrades, but
haunted him for years. Tatsuguchi’s diary was later
translated and distributed among US soldiers. It
showed the common humanity on both sides of the
battle. But it also ignited fierce controversy that is still
debated today. After forty years, Laird was
determined to return it to the family and find peace
with Tatsuguchi’s daughter, Laura Tatsuguchi
Davis. Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Mark
Obmascik “writes with tremendous grace about a
forgotten part of our history, telling the same story
from two opposing points of view—perhaps the only
way warfare can truly be understood” (Helen
Thorpe, author of Soldier Girls).
In the blockbuster bestselling tradition of Heir to the Empire
comes this thrilling addition to the Star Wars(r) saga, as
peace gives way to a new threat... It is a time of tranquillity for
the New Republic. The remnants of the Empire now lie in
complete disarray, and the reemergence of the Jedi Knights
has brought power and prestige to the fledgling government
on Coruscant. Yesterday's Rebels have become today's
administrators and diplomats, and the factions that fought
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against imperial tyranny seem united in savoring the fruits of
peace. But the peace is short-lived. A restless Luke must
journey to his mother's homeworld in a desperate and
dangerous quest to find her people. An adventurous Lando
must seize a mysterious spacecraft that has weapons of
enormous destructive power and an unknown mission. And
Leia, a living symbol of the New Republic's triumph, must
face down a ruthless leader of the Duskhan League, an
arrogant Yevetha who seems bent on a genocidal war that
could shatter the fragile unity of the New Republic...and
threaten its very survival. Features a bonus section following
the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded
universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the
most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Secrets, Sex and Scandals … Welcome to Storm, Texas,
where passion runs hot, desire runs deep, and secrets have
the power to destroy… Get ready. The storm is coming.
Marcus Alvarez fled Storm when his father’s drinking drove
him over the edge. With his mother and sisters in crisis,
Marcus is forced to return to the town he thought he’d left
behind. But it is his attraction to a very grown up Brittany
Rush that just might be enough to guarantee that he stays.
Emily is doing everything she can to protect her two young
children, including a late night bus trip to parts unknown
where her ex can't find her. She just needs a little time to heal
from the last physical encounter and figure out her next
move. She is determined to find a way to make more of
herself and provide a different life for her children that the one
she had as a child. She doesn't trust men, as the only ones
she has ever allowed close have crushed her spirit and body.
Travis finds the holidays a reminder of everything he lost,
when his wife and daughter were killed years earlier. Each
year he sojourns to his cabin removed from civilization until all
the craziness is over. It also gives him a chance to recharge
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and face another year alone. His sister not knowing of his
plans has already promised the cabin to a single mother and
her children. A snow storm will prevent any from making other
plans, and so they must learn to coexist, but the tight quarters
and long winter nights start to give way to other bigger
complications for all of them.
For fans of Maggie Stiefvater and Laini Taylor, a perfect
storm lies ahead in this riveting fantasy duology opener from
award-winning author Elle Cosimano. One cold, crisp night,
Jack Sommers was faced with a choice—live forever
according to the ancient, magical rules of Gaia, or die. Jack
chose to live, and in exchange, he became a Winter—an
immortal physical embodiment of the season on Earth. Every
year, he must hunt the Season who comes before him.
Summer kills Spring. Autumn kills Summer. Winter kills
Autumn. And Spring kills Winter. Jack and Fleur, a Winter and
a Spring, fall for each other against all odds. To be together,
they’ll have to escape the cycle that’s been forcing them
apart. But their creator won’t let them go without a fight.
The Storm Before the StormThe Beginning of the End of the
Roman RepublicPublicAffairs
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